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1. Project Description
Providing universal access to data about life on earth and the environment that sustains it

 engaging the
scientist in the data
curation process
 supporting the
full data life cycle
 encouraging data
stewardship and
sharing
 promoting best
practices
 engaging citizens
 developing
domain-agnostic
solutions

1. Build on existing
cyberinfrastructure

2. Create new
cyberinfrastructure

3. Create new
communities of
practice

2. DataONE CI: Current and Planned
Coordinating
Nodes
Member Nodes
• retain complete
• diverse institutions
metadata
catalog
•• subset
of allcommunity
data
serve local
• perform basic indexing
provide network-wide
resources for
•• provide
managing their data
services
• ensure data availability
(preservation)
• provide replication
services

Flexible, scalable,
sustainable network

3. Most important CI challenge(s)
1. (one year) providing a secure, consistent, reliable system for user
authentication and authorization


have minimal impact on existing infrastructure yet is functional across
all participants of DataONE, and ultimately across all of the DataNets.

2. (2-3 years) providing automated mechanisms for determining
semantic similarity of data and metadata from diverse sources


would enable more precise, sophisticated searches to be supported for
the anticipated diverse holdings of DataONE (and the other DataNets).

3. (4+ year time frame) providing more comprehensive semantic
interoperability




related to #2, but extends the concept further to enable the automated
extraction of information (with potential translation and transformation)
from heterogeneous sources based on the information requirements of
some end target
addresses such problems as "are these data compatible, and if so
presents them in a structure compatible with the requirements of this
analysis tool (arbitrary workflow execution)".

4. Commissioning and deploying
new CI tools?
 Member nodes
 Diversity tolerant (less tightly coordinated)
 Freedom to try or build new tools, methods, and leapfrog forward

 Coordinating nodes





Tightly coordinated, stable service platform
CI based on use cases and prioritized need for functionality
Support and adapt existing community software efforts
Emphasize Free and Open Source Software, but support commercial







Data management: MATT, UDig, Specify
Analysis and modeling: R, Octave
Workflow systems: Kepler, Taverna, Triana, Pegasus
Grid systems: Condor, Globus, BOINC
Data and workflow portals: VegBank, myExperiment
MATLAB, SAS, ArcGIS

 DataONE: help communities build their own tools
 Integrate, interoperate, stabilize
 Create libraries to DataONE Service Interface

5. Biggest cyberinfrastructure
failure/disappointment(s) if any?
 A significant challenge to be addressed is the provision of more
detailed metadata with data. Currently, it seems that the overhead
for contributing comprehensive metadata is too high, making the task
far too onerous / expensive for data contributors.
 Significant improvements can be made in this area with appropriate
design and implementation / integration of the tools used by
investigators for gathering and analyzing data, and this aspect will be
addressed throughout the DataONE project through provision of the
Investigator Toolkit.
 Solving the 3 prior CI challenges can lead to significant improvements in
the quality of data and metadata contributions by the science
community.
 Nevertheless, substantial issues remain with respect to the usability of
data/metadata management software and changing current sociocultural practice.

 Usability and expanded capabilities
 Metadata and provenance management, scientific workflows,
visualization tools

1st EVA Example: Vegetation and Bird
Phenology at 130,000 sites in North America

May 18

May 1

Phenology
(Start of Season)

June 28

Occurrence of Indigo Bunting (2008)
Neotropical migrant that winters in central
and south America
(White et al. 2009)

